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Groan and went out the door.

Hear the Goodman Swing Band "go to town." Every
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IT SAYS MEL KOONTZ TO PENN PHILLIPS

COSTIERS TOBACCO

ARE THE BEST

America's great tobacco men and women, brought

that order. Pierre G. Barbery paled

Frosh Track
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that order. Pierre G. Barbery paled

frosh comes with Brown on May 14

for second honors. The meet closed

while onlookers feel their nerves grow tense. But Mel

to us Monday evenings by Camel cigarettes. Over

LE RE'S MEL KOONTZ-FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD ANIMAL TAMER—WRESTLES A FULL-GROWN LION!

IL 1\ say it makes a difference
to me what cigarette I smoke

"Camels agree with me"

"WE CHOOSE CAMELS FOR OUR OWN SMOKING. WE KNOW TOBACCO"

"I know the kind of tobacco

Mr. George Crum-

Mr. Cecil White, successful

"Like most planters, I used

The last